
Appendix I 

POSING OF THE BASIC QUESTIONS 

Resistance 
Dependent 

ϊ = Tolerance, Fastness, "Immunity, 
Lee = Addiction 

I. Basic differences between the parent sensitive and derived resistant individuals 
(strains, etc.). 

(a) Qualitative and quantitative metabolic (enzymatic) differences. 
Do the cells lose partially or completely certain drug-sensitive and drug-
insensitive enzyme systems on acquiring resistance? 

(b) Is the acquisition of drug-resistance associated with the emergence into 
prominence of pre-existing drug-insensitive alternate metabolic pathways 
of lower degree of activity to account for the resistance behavior? 

(c ) Do the resistant cells acquire one or more detoxication mechanisms? 
Increased synthesis of an antagonist; 
Destruction of a drug by host enzyme system; 
Possible effects of abnormal reaction products; 
Neutralization by conjugation; and 
Other possible processes. 

(d) Are there morphological changes associated with the acquisition of resist
ance? Are the changes specific to a given drug? 

(e) Does a change in cell-wall permeability account for the basic factors 
involved in the phenomenon of resistance? 
What are the experimental facts for and against permeability as a factor? 
What are the changes or factors which cause a change in the permeability 

(f) Do the hereditary factors and cellular proteins undergo measurable con
figurational changes to account for or associated with the observed meta
bolic differences in resistance processes? Points which deserve considera
tion are: 

Immunological differences; 
State of the reaction equilibria; 
The degree of affinities manifested by enzyme proteins for: 

The specific substrate; 
Coenzyme, 
Reaction products, and 
Drug. 

(g) Drug dependence in microbes versus physical-dependence on narcotics in 

of cells? 

mammals. 
4 3 3 
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II. Control of the development of resistance. 

(a) If the development of resistance is a biochemical process, can we not 
prevent the occurrence of this process? The following may be cited as 
potential controlling factors: 

The nature of the drug and its mode of action on critical sites; 
Aerobiosis and anaerobiosis; 
Role of carbohydrates; 
Role of amino acids; 
Role of vitamins; 
Role of resistance to one drug as a prerequisite for the acquisition of 

resistance to another; and 
Role of antagonists. 

(b) Role of nutritional environment on the enzymatic make-up of cells in 
relation to sensitivity and rate of development of resistance to drugs. 

( c ) Reversal of resistance to sensitivity. 
Transforming factors—genetic and non-genetic; 
Methods thus far utilized; 
Nature of results; 
Potentialities. 

III. Origin of drug-resistant individuals (strains, etc.). 

What do the above discussed modifications associated with the acquisition of 
resistance (tolerance, addiction, dependence) signify from the standpoint of 
the nature of the action of the causative factors in regard to mutation, or 
biochemical mutation? 
(a) Is the emergence of drug-resistant (drug-tolerant), drug-dependent (drug-

addict) cells due to the processes of spontaneous mutation? 
i.e. According to the concept of spontaneous mutation, the sensitive cells 

are killed off by a drug and a few resistant cells (one in about one 
hundred million), spontaneously produced, survive and produce a drug-
resistant population. According to this concept the drug does not exer
cise a direct action on sensitive cells to yield resistant mutants, except 
killing them off. 

Is this concept capable of explaining drug-tolerance or narcotic addition 
in mammals? Are the majority of sensitive tissue cells destroyed so as to 
allow a few drug-tolerant cells to survive and multiply? 

(b) Is drug-resistance induced? Is the emergence of drug-resistant (etc.) cells 
due to the specific action of a drug on cells with potentiality to undergo 
mutation in response to the action of the drug? 

Is it not true that bactericidal or bacteriostatic action of a drug results 
from a chemical combination between cell components and the effective 
drug? 

Is it not also true that chemical reactions are reversible and irreversible 
as well? Is it not also true that as a consequence of irreversible chemical 
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reactions the sensitivity of the reactive sites are abolished and therefore 
these sites are resistant to further action? 

Are we or are we not justified to assume that some such process might 
account for the acquisition of resistance (etc.)? 

( c ) Is the production of antibody globulin molecule under the directive influ
ence of antigenic substances a process of induction? Could it be that this 
is a generalized type of chemical induction? 

(d) How does one or the other of the above theories stand out in relation to 
basic chemical principles and biochemical processes? 

Are not "spontaneous mutational changes" in reality changes induced by 
more than one environmental factor, in many instances not as yet char
acterized? 

Can one then conclude that from the standpoint of satisfying the basic 
requirements of the laws of chemistry, the "spontaneous mutation" and 
"inductive mutation" processes are one and the same? 

If these processes are one and the same, will the unification of these 
concepts lead us to practical applications to current problems under dis
cussion? 

IV. Projection into future. Asking questions in regard to: 

Drug-tolerance as basic consideration in the chemotherapy of cancer. 
Our experience with the development of resistance during the treatment of 

slowly healing infectious diseases, i.e., tuberculosis by antibiotics, and the 
resistance acquired against aminopterin (a folic antimetabolite) in the treat
ment of leukemia poses the following question in regard to all attempts to find 
a chemical cure for cancer: 

Can cancer be chemotherapeutically cured? 
It is common knowledge that the cure of cancer, unlike the treatment of 

bacterial infections, would be expected to require a rather prolonged period. 
During treatment by a chemical agent the tumor cells could acquire tolerance 
against a most effective anti-tumor drug before any sign of regression can be 
observed. Is it not possible that numerous chemicals have been found value
less because of the induction of resistance against them before a favorable effect 
could be observed? 

Are we heading in the right direction? 
Where are we heading? 
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